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About This Game

Basketball Hoop  - Is a game in which the player needs to hit the basketball Hoop with a soccer ball! In this game you will not
throw the ball and kick it! To get the ball into the basketball Hoop - you need to properly control the computer mouse! Because,
to hit weaker-you need to keep the left mouse button pressed for a long time, and to stronger, then you need to quickly release

the left mouse button. The game has 18 levels and each level will be a different position from where you will hit the ball.

Key feature:
 - 18 levels

 - An unusual way to play with a basketball ring
 - 18 achievements

 - Realistic size of basketball court and basketball Board.
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This is a fine VR Rhythm game. It keeps changing games every few seconds, which can be a little frantic, but does keep it
interesting. Of course some of the mini-games are better than others. The drums are great, with different layouts all the time.
Popping bubbles, not so much.
Much of the music is quite good!
Works great on Acer WMR. Pros:
- lot of fun
- quite original
- weird dialogues in demon land

Cons:
- makes no sense whatsoever
- currently quite unbalanced (see review)
- takes a bit getting into

Watch the full Review:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/qSc9PrX7e1U. the game is so clunky it hurts the controls are horrible the voice acting is terrible the
animations are worse than resident evil 2 but on a more polished base the guns are appallingly inacurate and pretty much useless
but the game can be quite challenging and is strangely entertaining and has this odd attractive glimmer to it i wouldnt pay more
than £1 for it but its a decent time killer. This is a review of Elite units of the east for Empire Total War

This is somewhat of an iffy one, if you really like the ottoman empire then it is really a must, with alot of powerful milita units
such as Palastani auxilires and alot of light infantry irregluars, If you are not into this kind of factions (maratha units are in it
too) then pass on this one, i still recommend it

Units: Armenian archers (Ottoman), Kardawi (maratha), Cario jannisaries (Ottoman), Cicurrian armored cavarly (Ottoman),
Hayduet Irregulars (Ottoman), Libyan Golag (Ottoman), Mounted Nizam Cedet (Ottoman), Palastanie auxilires (Ottoman),
Poligar (marathas), Raja Zimbardi (Marathas), Wallichan boyars (Ottoman). how can i delete configuration. Doesn't even work,
gotta play with more than one person and we can't even connect to each other using IPs. Not even worth 12 minutes of banter.
Honestly the best 9p i have spent. Could even make a profit off this game if you sell the trading cards!. Great game vast
improvement over MotoGP 13, the graphics need to be updated for pc and the other Moto2 and Moto3 bikes better hurry along!
9/10 but with those bikes 10. It is on the highest settings and runs at 60 frames constantly on an R9 270X 4GB.. how to unlock
all skin and weapon?
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I know the guy who made this. This game was all him, and I have to say, he did a bang-up job making it onto Steam!

If you're reading this, "Xivek", Liam says hey.. The Game is great for Lan or local co-op playing
its very good for a indie game shooter i love it

It has 0 glitches
cheap
fun
fast paced

its pretty fun and simple
. Not sure if I can recommend this game. Price right now is decent. Premise is simple and fun. But you will spend most of your
time teleporting to gems and bending over to pick them up. And bending over. Perhaps some kneeling. But then some bending
again.

Meh this game is best played on your knees, and that makes me angry.. Decent story mode nothing speical, but you should never
except anything too special from a fighting game story mode. Still had fun playhing through it.. I've played the demo before,
probably one of the best puzzle games I've played, love the element of surprise, story, bgm, art, etc.. love all of them.

As I just bought the full version right before typing this review, I'll go and turn off the light, put on my headset, and prepare
myself to scream like a little girl as I play this game. Survival in space

Has the basic survival mechanics that are key to most survival games, e.g., ensure oxygen and food supply, upgrades of suit are
lost if you die, envirnmental progression (upgrade to go further and find better materials). Basebuilding is fun.

The will to stay alive and scavange is motivated by a final fight that will end the game.. this is not for gamers that like action.
This was a very disappointing game. VERY BORING
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